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Sex and violence in rock art
Are cave paintings really little more than the testosterone-fuelled scribblings of young men?

The Nature of Paleolithic Art
by R. Dale Guthrie
University of Chicago Press: 2006. 520 pp.
$45

Paul G. Bahn
It is an odd fact that the art of the last Ice Age
(the Upper Palaeolithic) is characterized by 
its numerous stylized or naturalistic animal
images, and yet its study has rarely involved
animal ethologists, apart from an occasional
article by specialists in bison or big cats, or 
by a veterinarian keen to argue that some of
the depicted animals were dead or dying. 
A palaeobiologist has now carried out a long,
in-depth study of this art, and the result is 
The Nature of Paleolithic Art, a massive and
unusual book whose witty title succinctly
expresses its approach.
Dale Guthrie has in the past equated much
palaeolithic art with the cheesecake of erotic
magazines, and the trophies of hunting maga-
zines. Here he presents these beliefs in far
more depth and detail. He also sets the pro-
duction of palaeolithic art into the context 
of the environment and social life, focusing
particularly on life, love and death in the 
Ice Age. Much of this study is enlightening 
and valuable, drawing on the author’s wealth
of experience in cold environments and with
hunting cultures.
Unfortunately, his reading of the images is
extremely literal, excessively so in my view. In
his quest for “clear expressions of the artists’
hunting preoccupations”, he thinks he can 
recognize depictions of “males with hunting
weapons such as spears or spear-throwers”, 
of hunting parties with men “being attacked 
by wounded game or dangerous carnivores”, 
of nosebleeds and defaecations, and even of
bleeding puncture wounds without weapons.
People often see what they want to see in rock
art, and I think it is safe to say that few of
Guthrie’s interpretations would be readily
accepted by most specialists in Ice Age art.
The fundamental problem with these claims
is that they are based, as so often in theories
about rock art, on a small number of carefully
selected examples, which are presented as 
typical. Some of his statements are surely 
exaggerations; in particular, declarations such
as “images of rotund women, vulvae, and 
men with erections are found at many sites” or
“giant penises … occur throughout Paleolithic

art”. Unfortunately, such imagery is far rarer
and less characteristic than that presented here.
For example, if hunting and “testosterone
themes” (to use Guthrie’s term) were indeed
one of the major causes of the art, surely one
would find numerous hunting scenes. Yet in
the tens of thousands of images, there is not a
single clear depiction of a hunt, and the scenes
highlighted in the relevant section of the book
are sketchy and ambiguous, and lead Guthrie
in some cases to provide his own interpretative
drawings, dramatic ‘reconstructions’ of what
he thinks is represented.
Regarding the highly enigmatic ‘shaft scene’
of Lascaux, he writes: “Surely there is little
argument over what this scene is about,”
whereas in fact one would be hard pressed to
find a depiction over which there has been
more argument! Similarly, for Guthrie the
Laussel ‘playing card’ figure “is clearly a couple
copulating”, but again it would be hard to find
a vaguer and more enigmatic depiction. His
interpretation of ‘chimney’ and ‘Placard’ signs
as stylized women with legs spread is startling
and novel, to say the least.
Another major emphasis of the book is the

author’s conviction that works by youngsters
constitute more of the art than had hitherto
been proposed. This emphasis has led to
regrettable and sensationalist headlines such
as “Cave paintings are graffiti by prehistoric
yobs”, from the UK newspaper The Indepen-
dent on Sunday, with much of the art now
attributed to “sexually charged, intoxicated
teenagers intent on vandalism”. Guthrie’s posi-
tion is more sober, being based on new analy-
ses indicating that many of the hand-stencils
were done by young males. This is an interest-
ing piece of evidence, but one wonders how far
the results can safely be extrapolated to figura-
tive Palaeolithic art. It has long been known
that almost all the surviving footprints in the
caves are those of children and adolescents,
but that does not necessarily mean that they
were also the artists, let alone that much of the
art can be ascribed to sniggering youngsters.
One of the most welcome aspects of
Guthrie’s book is its determined shunning 
of the fantasies and speculations published 
in recent years about the role of so-called
‘shaman-artists’, ‘trances’ and ‘altered states 
of consciousness’ in the production of cave 

Horse-play? Debate rages over the motivation for cave paintings of animals, such as this one at Lascaux.
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art. Guthrie rightly states that the ‘magico-
religious’ approach, as he calls it, has generated
confusion and error, and has “resulted in a
derailment of rock art research”. It is worth
noting that, with a lone exception, not one 
specialist in Ice Age art takes these shamanistic
notions seriously at all. On the other hand,
there can be no doubt that some kind of 
profound religious motivation — however one
defines it — does lie behind some cave art. 
It cannot all be attributed to sex, hunting and
teenage scribbling.
In short, this book attempts a far too literal

reading of much Palaeolithic art, and contains
a great deal of wishful thinking in exaggerating
the abundance, clarity and supposed ubiquity of
hunting and sexual imagery in the art. Never-
theless, it provides a great number of interest-
ing insights into the nature and behaviour 
of the species depicted, including humans, and
is undeniably thought-provoking and chal-
lenging. I can recommend it highly, despite 
my reservations. ■

Paul G. Bahn is the author of Journey Through the
Ice Ageand The Cambridge Illustrated History of
Prehistoric Art.

H. J. S. Smith, J. W. L. Glaisher, R. L. Ellis and
the indefatigable Isaac Todhunter are not un-
known to us, and who has not heard of Charles
Dodgson and of Francis Galton (whom Cayley
taught)? All these men are listed in a helpful
appendix, “Arthur Cayley’s Social Circle”. But
who was Arthur Cayley?
Born in 1821 and senior wrangler in the
Cambridge Mathematical Tripos in 1842,
when he was elected a fellow of Trinity Col-
lege, Cayley went to London to train as a 
barrister, being admitted to the bar in 1849.
But he concentrated more on his mathemat-
ical than his legal work. Elected a fellow of 
the Royal Society in 1852, he was rewarded
with the new sadlerian professorship of pure
mathematics at Cambridge in 1863, which 
he held for the rest of his life. He played 
major roles in the London Mathematical 
Society, the Royal Astronomical Society, and
the British Association.
Cayley also led a full life in the affairs of 
the University of Cambridge and Trinity Col-
lege. In 1888 he was granted an honorary ScD
at the same congregation as Stokes, Adams

and Rayleigh. Ever sensitive to the cause of
women’s education, on the formation of the
association governing Newnham College in
1880, Cayley became its first president. When
he died at home in 1895 he had every reason 
to be content at a life well run.
But what of his mathematics? Many will be
familiar with the beautiful Cayley–Hamilton
theorem (a square matrix satisfies its own
characteristic equation) and Cayley’s theorem
in group theory (any abstract group is iso-
morphic with a group of transformations).
Students of phylogeny are grateful for his 
enumeration of trees, originally in connection
with chemical formulae. But pure mathemat-
ics was his bent. His magnum opus was invari-
ant theory, whose slow eclipse has taken
Cayley with it. His Collected Worksin 13 vol-
umes containing 967 items (all single-author)
awaits the diligent enquirer.
If one takes a polynomial like ax2 2bx c
and adds a value u, say, to x, resulting in a new
polynomial ax2 2bx c, it turns out that
ac b2 ac b2. In other words, the func-
tion of the coefficients typified by ac b2is 
an invariant. There are endless polynomials
(Cayley called them ‘quantics’), with different
orders (quadric, cubic, quartic, and so on) and
different numbers of variables (binary, ternary,
quaternary, and so on). Boole found an invari-
ant of the binary quintic but then decided that
the theory was a “peculiar and rather isolated
branch of analysis” and gave up.
But Cayley, and J. J. Sylvester and George
Salmon in Dublin, pressed on. Although Crilly
does his best to keep track of their develop-
ments, the task is nigh impossible at the level
of a general biography. We are left to admire
Cayley the mathematician at a distance, but
Cayley the man we can admire more closely, 
a painstaking industrious beacon of the Vic-
torian age. Thomson thought he ought to 
have been made ‘mathematician laureate’, while
Maxwell serenaded him “whose soul, too large
for vulgar space/In ndimensions flourished
unrestricted”.
Thus the real subject of Crilly’s monumen-
tal biography is the surrounding galaxy of
British mathematicians listed above and the
milieu in which they operated. Centred on
Cambridge, with outposts in London, Dublin
and Edinburgh and good continental connec-
tions, this was the generation that took the
torch of British mathematics from George
Peacock and the other ‘analyticals’, and with 
it illuminated modern algebra and many 
other mathematical developments. Crilly has
researched this period exhaustively, producing
a work which will be the starting point for
biographies yet to come. Might he himself 
now tackle Peacock, fascinating for his part 
in the reform of Cambridge as much as for 
his advocacy of modern algebra? We can only
hope so. ■

A.W. F. Edwards is retired, but is still a fellow of
Gonville and Caius College, University of
Cambridge, Cambridge CB2 1TA, UK.

The forgotten mathematician
Arthur Cayley: Mathematician Laureate of
the Victorian Age 
by Tony Crilly
Johns Hopkins University Press: 2005. 
784 pp. $69.95, £46.50

A. W. F. Edwards
It is not surprising that Arthur Cayley is a for-
gotten figure of the Victorian age, but it is
wholly admirable that a modern biographer
should enquire into his life and work so that
we can judge him for ourselves. When Alexan-
der Macfarlane gave his lectures on Ten Br iti sh
Mathematiciansin 1901–04 he included Cay-
ley; a century later, Ivor Grattan-Guinness
edited Landmark Writings in Western Math-
ematics 1640 to 1940and Cayley was missing.
For those mathematicians and scientists not
themselves destined to make fundamental
contributions to their subjects, there is 
nothing more intellectually rewarding than
the deep study of the work of those who have,
what they achieved and how they came to
achieve it. Biographers are needed who are
proficient in the fields of enquiry that their
subjects pursued, and Cayley is fortunate in
having captured the attention of Tony Crilly.
The problem then arises as to the level at
which the subject’s contribution is to be
expounded: is Cayley to be revealed to mathe-
maticians, or to a general scientific readership
unversed in modern algebra? Crilly falls
between the two stools. Mathematicians will
regret the lack of mathematical detail, while
others will risk losing themselves in a nebulous
matrix of unfamiliar words (although miti-
gated by the author’s exhaustive “Glossary of
Mathematical Terms”).
Many Naturereaders will know about
George Peacock, Cayley’s teacher and a leading
light in the Analytical Society, about William
Thomson (Lord Kelvin), Lord Rayleigh and 
G. G. Stokes; we have read about James Clerk
Maxwell and John Couch Adams, and enjoyed
biographies of the two remarkable Georges,
Boole and Green; we know of William Hamil-
ton and his quaternions, and John Venn and
his diagram. Augustus De Morgan, P. G. Tait,

Yesterday’s man: over the past century, Arthur

Cayley has been eclipsed by his colleagues.
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